Wild At Heart
hidden knowledge

Keep the wise spirit of the owl close. Seeing
far into the night, the owl is said to be the
keeper of hidden knowledge of the spirit world.
Textured stoneware owl pendant is accented
with a wooden bead. Leather cord adjusts from
17-19". Handmade in Northern Ireland.
J20747 Owl Pendant $20

Guardian Owl

RAVEN ON THE WING

The raven is known in many cultures
as a messenger between the spirit and
earthly worlds. This raven flies with
purpose, bringing a message known
only to her. Highly detailed sterling silver
pendant, adorned in black enamel and
tiny black crystals, on an 18" satin cord.
J20323 Flying Raven Pendant $50

actual size

actual size

NEW! Wild Streak

You want to run with the
wolves, then curl up by the
fire. Your wild streak and
comfort-loving side will
both revel in this fauxshearling coat; suede-like
exterior lined with plush
faux fur for snuggle-soft
comfort. No fasteners.
Two side-seam pockets.
49" long. Imported.
Polyester; hand wash or dry
clean. Sizes S-XL.
A40118  Wild Side
                 Coat $165

holds two
pictures

While other birds rest in the nighttime
tree, the guardian owl spirit watches
over all. A silvery branch against
the night sky arcs on this
pendant, garnet-winged birds
among the leaves. An owl of
hand-carved bone invokes the
watchful spirit. 18" braided
satin cord.
J20836 Carved Owl Spirit
Pendant $75

NEW! Just Right

actual size

The fox has found just the right place,
where she can comfortably settle,
relaxing in the grass and leaves.
Image of a resting fox graces this
locket adorned with a peridot-green
crystal. Holds two pictures of those
who bring you comfort. Brass-plated;
chain adjusts 16-18".
J20456  Fox Locket $32

actual size

what does the fox dream?

Sly little fox seems to be sleeping, but she has an eye on
your things. Hand-painted leather purse has zipper closure
under snap flap; adjustable strap is 42-53". Measures 6" x
6". Coin purse has removable wrist strap
and zipper closure; 3½" x 4½".
B40038 Fox Purse $48
B40046 Fox Coin Purse $18

art of knitting

The intricate stitching of
traditional Aran knitwear,
reminiscent of elaborate
Celtic knotwork, connects us
to a heritage of handcrafts.
Two-tone yarn highlights
the pattern of this long
sweater; one-button closure
makes a sleek line. With
patch pockets and a
generous hood for
further dramatic
effect. 32" long.
Soft merino wool;
handwash.
Sizes S-XL.
Ireland. In
Dove Grey or
Wine.
A20077 Two-Tone
Long Hoodie $185

NEW! plaid

gone wild

Respectable plaid takes a
decidedly different path.
This stretchy knit topper
is all a-flutter—
gathered peplum hem
with black mesh layer
swirls as you move.
Lettuce edging lightly
ruffles collar, front
and hem. 35" long.
Imported. Polyester/
lycra; machine wash.
Sizes XS-XXL.
A40146  Plaid and
Black Topper $120

NEW! Fox Appeal

Clever baby foxes are seeking a warm,
snug shelter—watch them charm
their way right into your home.
Adorable, fluffy fox ornaments
stand 3½" and 4¼" high.
Polyester. Set of two.
D21135  Pair of Foxes $18

Wine

Wine

Walnut

NEW! Blue-Sky Wanderings

Leaves turn, apples ripen and the sky becomes an incredible blue.  Wander
among the trees on a perfect autumn day, stepping comfortably in these
ankle boots with sweater-like knit panels. Fleecy lining and memory-foam
footbed keep feet warm and happy. Vegan leather upper, All-Terra traction
sole for easy walking. Whole and half sizes 6-10, 11. In Wine or Walnut.
B70014  Knit-Panel Ankle Boots $79
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